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Abstract 
The current research seeks to analyze indicators of financial Soundness, Represented by                          

(capital adequacy, asset quality, profitability index, sound management, bank liquidity, interest rate 

risk),and in order to achieve the goal of the research, the Iraqi Stock Exchange was chosen as an 

applied field represented by private banks, and the research sample included (01) private banks and on 

the basis of a time series of (01) years, and the results were reached using the program Statistician such 

as (SPSS.V.52) to analyze the data to reach conclusions, the most prominent of which was the low 

needs of the banks of the study sample for funds, due to the fact that most banks retain excess cash 

liquidity, due to the banks adopting a conservative investment policy, due to the political, economic 

and security conditions of the country, as they maintain high cash liquidity inside the banks. 
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 لمستخلصا
ث ا بح ععععع ث،   ععععع ث اط جععععع    ث،جععععع   ث اطعععععؤ ثرأسثكفؤيععععع ث(ث تطثمععععع ث ععععععثيسعععععبحث الحعععععلث احعععععؤارث اعععععحثاحماععععع ث   ععععع   ث اسععععع   ث اطؤا ععععع 

,ثوألجعععععع ثاحفاععععععتث عععععع سث الحععععععلثاعععععع ث  ت ععععععؤرثسعععععع  ث ابعععععع   ثاعععععع ور  ث افؤئعععععع   ثسععععععب ث اطصعععععع خ  ث،  ععععععؤ   ث ال  ر ،ث اسععععععا ا ث،سعععععع   
 ث صععععععؤرسث ؤ عععععع ثوعمععععععحث سععععععؤسثسمسععععععم ث01عاظعععععع ث الحععععععلث ث اطؤا عععععع ثكحفعععععع ثابا فععععععرث تطععععععث ثتؤاطصععععععؤرسث ا ؤ عععععع ,ثو عععععع ث ععععععطم 

 ثاتحماعععععع ث اا ؤ ععععععؤ ثثSPSS.V.52 ثعععععع ث واعععععع ث ات  عععععع ث اععععععحث اظتععععععؤئاثتؤسععععععت    ث اا  ععععععؤ اث ال صععععععؤئرث ثسععععععظ   ,ث01ز ظ عععععع ث عععععع ا ؤث 
ث غمععععع ث  تفعععععؤ ثتسعععععا ثوذاعععع ثاأل ععععع   ث ا ر سععععع ثعاظعععع ث اطصعععععؤرسث  ت ؤجعععععؤ ث   فععععؤ امت  عععع ث اعععععحث السعععععتظتؤجؤ ث اتععععرثكعععععؤ ث   ز عععععؤث

ث اس ؤسعععععع  ثي جععععععوثامظعععععع وسثوذاعععععع ث تحفظعععععع ث سععععععتثطؤر  ثس ؤسعععععع ث اطصععععععؤرسث الععععععؤ ثتسععععععا ثوذاعععععع ثفؤئضعععععع ث ف يعععععع ث اطصععععععؤرسثتسععععععا ا 
ث.    ث اطصؤرسثعؤا  ث ف ي ثتسا ا ثاحتفظثف رثامام ثو أل ظ  ثو ال تصؤ ي 

 السالمة المالية -الكلمات الداللية:
Introduction 
Banks seek to achieve a number of economic and development goals, the most 

important of which is maintaining their financial integrity and stability, as the sound 

banking and financial system allows raising the efficiency of financial 

intermediation as well as the effectiveness and efficiency of monetary policies. 

Extremely, through its importance related to maximizing the wealth of shareholders, 

which is the main goal that the management of the bank seeks, because financial 

Soundness is the yardstick by which the owners can evaluate the efficiency of the 

bank’s management, The issue of financial safety in banks has occupied a 

fundamental importance at the present time due to the challenges and influences that 

surround the current banking environment with all the forces and trends it bears, 

which made this environment a challenging environment that produced many 

problems and financial crises, which made financial and international efforts 

focused on how to achieve and maintain financial safety. In banks using many 

models and techniques. 

Methodology 

First: Research Problem 
The research problem emerges from the need for financial indicators that give an accurate perception of 

the bank’s condition and financial position and shed light on the extent to which the bank may be 

exposed to financial crises and consequently affect the Soundness of the banking system. The research 

problem can be identified from the following questions: 
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A-What is the role of financial safety indicators in evaluating the performance of banking 

business management and operations? 

B-Do the banks of the study sample depend on the financial indicators that ensure the 

achievement of financial soundness ? 

C-What are the appropriate sources of financing to ensure the achievement of financial 

soundness? 

Second: Research objectives 
A-Measure and analyze the financial safety indicators of the study sample banks to determine the 

reasons for the rise or fall and its reflection on their stability. 

 B- Shedding light on an important aspect of knowledge in the banking sector, which is financial 

soundness. 

Third: Importance Of Research 
The importance of the research is represented in the following points:- 

0-The importance of explaining the reasons for the decline in the financial Soundness 

indicators of the bank. 

5-The importance of the financial Soundness of the bank in improving the financial position 

of the bank. 
Fourth: limits of the study 

The structural and formal framework of the study is represented in the scope and limits of the study as 

follows: 

0-Cognitive limits: 

axis includes financial Soundness and its indicators and its measurement in the business establishments 

in general and the banks of the study sample in particular, and all of these variables trace their 

intellectual origins To the science of business administration and, more precisely, to the science of 

financial management  

5-Spatial limits of the study: 

The spatial boundaries of the study were as follows  :-  

A - The study population: It is represented in the banks listed in the Iraqi Stock Exchange represented 

by (52) banks as the appropriate place to test the model and hypotheses of the study. 

b Study sample: (01) banks were selected from the banks listed in the Iraq Stock Exchange as shown in 

Table (0). 

3-Time limits of the study: 

The temporal limits of the applied aspect in the same banks are represented in the years adopted by the 

study according to a time series for the period from the year (5101) to the year (5102). 

Table (0) Commercial Banks Study Sample 
Bank Founding date The authorized start-up capital (billion dinars) 

Sumer Commercial Bank 0222 211 

Credit Bank of Iraq 0221 511 

Al Ahli Bank of Iraq 0222 211 

Middle East Bank 0223 211 

Al-Mansour Investment Bank 5112 22 

Gulf Commercial Bank 0222 011 

Baghdad Bank 0225 011 

Mosul Bank for Development and Investment 5110 0111 

Commercial Bank of Iraq 0225 021 

Bank of Economy, Investment and Finance 5112 512 

 

Fifth: Study population and sample 

The study population includes the private commercial banks listed in the Iraq Stock Exchange, which 

consists of twenty-four banks, but the study sample, which included ten banks, was selected: (Sumer 

Commercial Bank, Iraqi Credit Bank, Al-Ahly Bank of Iraq, Middle East Bank, and Al-Mansour 

Investment Bank Khaleej Commercial Bank, Bank of Baghdad, Mosul Bank for Development and 

Investment, Commercial Bank of Iraq, Bank of Economy, Investment and Finance) for the period 

5101-5102. 

Sixth: Methods of data collection 
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The researcher relied on several methods to collect information and data for the current study and for 

the purpose of completing the intellectual and practical (applied) side as follows  :-  

A - the intellectual side 

In framing the theoretical aspect, the researcher relied on a set of available sources related to the 

subject of the study, which are books, letters, theses, research, and Arab and foreign studies, as well as 

the adoption of the global information network (Internet) in order to enrich the theoretical aspect. 

B- the practical side 

The researcher collected data from the annual reports issued by the Iraq Stock Exchange and the Iraq 

Stock Exchange, the study sample after reviewing what was available from that data in the main sites 

of banks on the international information network. Private business study sample. 

Seventh: Measurement indicators adopted in the study 

The study focused on the use of a set of indicators related to the subject of the study, and it was 

addressed in the theoretical side for the purpose of showing the financial Soundness. Applied study, the 

following indicators were adopted:- 

Index Equation Source 

Capital adequacy Tier 0 regulatory capital/risk-weighted assets El- Ansary & Hafez, 5102: 110 

Asset quality index Net provision for non-performing loans / capital Wahyuni,5101:232 

Profitability Index% Net Income / Equity Gitman,5112:01 

Bank liquidity index Current assets / total assets Berk,5102:32 

Management’s Soundness 

indicators 
Ratio of loans and advances to total deposits = total loans and 

advances / total deposits 

Ozili&Outa,5102:022 

Interest rate risk Interest rate sensitive assets / interest rate sensitive liabilities Al-Husseini and Al-Douri, 5111: 

551 

 

Literature Review 

First: The Concept Financial Soundness 
In light of a local and global economic and financial reality in which financial systems expand, their 

complexities increase, their tools and activities diversify, the pace of modernization and globalization 

of their markets increases, and the elements of their risks and nature change. It and what it reflects from 

the standards of efficiency, productivity, stability, profitability, and the environment for facing shocks 

(Adelheid, 5101:5). It can be defined as the ability of the financial system to confront and resist 

financial and economic crises, absorb shocks resulting from the volatility of their variables, and prevent 

and/or reduce the negative effects that they can leave on the protected economic and financial 

variables. A key role in the comprehensive concept of financial stability and its consolidation (Bitar at 

al., 5102: 02). 

Due to the multi-dimensionality of the concept of financial Soundness and the diversity of its aspects 

and the branching of its components, the possibility of relying on a single quantitative indicator capable 

of measuring the levels of its existence and the extents of its availability becomes an issue marred by a 

lot of unrealism and distance from accuracy, especially since the components of the financial system 

are usually linked to each other with a matrix of intertwined and complex relationships It increases the 

difficulty of predicting financial crises and increases the possibility of transmission of their effects. 

Therefore, resorting to the adoption of a comprehensive systemic concept to assess the extent to which 

the financial system enjoys soundness becomes an urgent financial and economic necessity. Hence, the 

International Monetary Fund came to develop a set of indicators that reflect the overall soundness of 

the financial system in a certain period. , and serve as diagnostic tools for the vulnerabilities that he 

suffers from and indicative tools for the glitches that can be infected (Chihi, 5151:20). It was also 

defined as a focused evaluation process for the operations and activities of the bank through risk 

control, as this concept reflects the great focus on risk management in the institution, and it has been 

clarified that there are four factors for sound risk management that include (Salina et al., 5151:5):- 

0- The quality of the conditions of supervision and control by the board of directors in the institution. 

5-Adequacy of policies and limits for all activities that contain significant risks. 

3-The quality of risk control and supervision systems 

2- Adequacy of internal control to prevent fraud and prohibited activities by some users. 

The concept of Soundness is characterized by the preservation of sustainability for a long 

time, and the Soundness of the institution is defined as “a quantitative and qualitative 

condition for property rights, assets and liabilities, which provides an enhancement for the 

reliability and stability of institutional activity, ensuring increased confidence and the 

institution’s ability to withstand all negative factors of the market” (Hisar, 5102:2). Financial 

soundness is a situation in which the indicators that characterize capital adequacy, asset 
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quality and liquidity are within certain limits, and determining these indicators is the most 

important stage in the process of assessing financial soundness (AlAli, 5101:3). 

Setting standards and improving supervision that contribute to achieving financial stability. 

This definition demonstrates financial soundness in terms of the tools it uses, which are 

indicators, standards, and control procedures in order to achieve its primary goal 

(02AlAli,5102:). The term financial Soundness includes the financial system as a whole, 

while the term banking Soundness includes the banking sector only, as it represents the 

ability of banks to withstand hostile situations such as fundamental changes in the bank’s 

policies, financial liberalization, natural disasters, and therefore it reflects the bank’s ability 

to meet its obligations under economic conditions. It is difficult to use its capital and 

reserves (Buhrira and Abdel Latif, 5102: 2). The financial soundness of the institution is a 

state in which the financial indicators that characterize the capital adequacy, asset quality, 

liquidity and effectiveness are within certain limits to ensure the bank’s ability to withstand 

negative market conditions (Akhtar et al., 5151:3). 

Financial soundness is one of the best indicators of an organization's ability to grow in the 

long term and operate successfully in a competitive market environment, as it is an 

organization's ability to manage its operations under hostile events, such as policy changes in 

the era of financial industry liberalization. Thus, it reflects the institution's ability to meet 

debt under unfavorable economic conditions through capital and reserve accounts 

(Chihi,5151:20). Financial Soundness can be seen as the ability of the financial and banking 

system to face financial and economic crises, absorb shocks and avoid the negative effects 

that they can leave on the local financial and economic aspects, through a set of control and 

precautionary measures used by the institution to determine the financial Soundness of the 

institution in a way that helps In avoiding the occurrence of imbalances and crises, and 

financial Soundness is defined as a description of the state of strength and stability that the 

institutional and financial system aspires to achieve through its ability to absorb internal and 

external crises and shocks, as financial Soundness represents an early warning tool in case 

the institution is exposed to risks (Khalil & Slimene, 5150:02). 

Second: Importance Financial Soundness 
Proceeding from the importance of the financial Soundness of the bank and the emergence of 

the urgent need to apply the financial Soundness regulations of the institution, and to 

implement the precautionary principles, and for the institution to be in a sound condition, so 

that it does not harm the customer associated with the services provided by it (Al-Obaidi et 

al., 5101: 02). By designing a program to assess the financial sector and to identify the 

strengths and weaknesses of the financial system and work to develop appropriate policy 

responses (Lawal, 5102:5). Through the supervisory institutions, guiding ways are found to 

develop management plans for financial crises and confront them, especially companies of 

systemic importance to take the necessary measures as simulations of early warning systems 

(Van-Thep, 5102:32). 

The importance of financial Soundness indicators can be summarized in several control 

indicators used to measure the institution’s Soundness. These indicators are used to assess 

the institution’s performance level and discover defects in its performance at an early stage 

so as not to face problems that lead to its collapse, and thus these indicators define the 

possibilities of crises at a time early before the occurrence of the event to help take the 

necessary preventive measures or prevent the occurrence of these crises (Rahman, 5102:32). 

(Talibong, 5102:02) pointed out that the importance of financial Soundness is as follows :-  

0-Financial soundness helps financial institutions to assess their operational resilience, 

viability, and continuity during the crisis period and beyond. 

5-Financial soundness describes the reality and status of the institution in a way that enables 

decision makers to deal with weaknesses and overcome them in a timely manner, in order to 

avoid the occurrence of financial problems or crises similar to the recent crises. 

3-Financial Soundness indicators are an early warning system that determines the financial 

position of the bank, in addition to it reflects the administrative efficiency of the institution 

in managing its liabilities and assets, and its ability to perform its role in financial 

intermediation while maintaining financial solvency. 

2-It provides the possibility of evaluating the financial soundness of the institution based on 

objective quantitative measures, and through these indicators, the principles of transparency 

and disclosure are established, and all information is provided to market workers, the public 

of investors and all those who deal with the institution. 
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2- These standards allow for comparing the financial conditions of the institution locally and 

internationally through the application of indicators of financial Soundness in different 

countries, and their reliance on the standards of accounting and statistical systems approved 

by these countries. 

The soundness of financial institutions is also a key part of the infrastructure for strong 

macroeconomic performance and effective monetary policy at the national level. Hence, 

central banks and governments are paying increasing attention to monitoring the soundness 

and efficiency of financial institutions and markets, and macroeconomic and institutional 

developments that pose potential risks to financial stability (Qasimi , 5101: 500). 

On the other hand, financial Soundness indicators are methodological tools that help identify 

and qualify the soundness of financial systems and their weaknesses according to five areas 

of concern, namely, capital adequacy, asset quality, profits, liquidity, and sensitivity to 

market risks (Akani, 5102:5). 

Third: Indicator Financial Soundness 
In order to avoid the financial crises that could afflict the financial systems in different 

countries, which have significant negative effects on the economies of those countries, 

international financial organizations such as the International Monetary Fund have begun 

working on deriving financial Soundness indicators at the macroeconomic level to be an 

early warning bell about the sensitivity of the financial sectors to crises. These indicators 

include many aspects, including asset quality, capital efficiency, profitability, and liquidity 

(Swalih, 5150: 520). 

Interest in the subject of (Financial Soundness indicators) began in the early 5111s by the 

International Monetary Fund in response to the financial market crisis in the nineties of the 

twentieth century. Macro Prudential indicators) for evaluating the international financial 

systems. The main objective of the financial Soundness indicators was to contribute to 

increasing the transparency of the international financial systems and to obtain a clearer 

picture of the strengths and weaknesses of these systems, for the purpose of distinguishing 

between correct and unhealthy financial systems. These efforts were accompanied by 

measures to improve market control. Which is one of the mainstays in determining the 

adequacy of the capital owned and specified by the Basel Committee for Banking 

Supervision and Supervision in the Bank for International Settlements, and which will 

enhance the activity and strength of the international financial system (Anna et al., 5111: 

02). 

The creation of indicators of financial Soundness is part of the intensification of international 

efforts to strengthen the stability of the international financial system, and the costly 

financial crisis in the nineties of the twentieth century had pushed to the fore the issue of the 

importance of the stability of the financial system of countries as a prerequisite for prosperity 

and economic prosperity, and through indicators of financial Soundness sought The 

international community has called for continuous cooperation with international institutions 

and its response to increasing the need for international availability of data on the integrity of 

international financial systems (Aspal, 5100:03). Among the most important indicators of 

financial Soundness for banks are (Atkins, 5110:3):- 

0- Capital Adequacy Index 
Attention to the adequacy of banking capital and its standards has become one of the 

contemporary issues, as a result of the successive developments that the markets are 

witnessing globally, due to the exposure of banking work (with regard to the type and nature 

of funds sources and their uses) to many risks that may result from internal factors related to 

the bank’s activity and management, or from factors An external result of changing the 

conditions under which the bank operates, given the specificity of the bank’s work and its 

characteristics associated with multiple and opposing parties at the same time (Aweke et al., 

5102:5). 

Capital is a key factor in assessing the strength and Soundness of the bank, and the adequacy 

and availability of capital affects the resilience of financial institutions to withstand shocks in 

their balance sheet, as capital acts as a barrier against unexpected losses and thus helps banks 

to overcome the risks of bankruptcy, and sufficient capital enhances the ability The bank will 

continue to pursue growth and diversification strategies, while the lack of capital will be an 

obstacle to doing so (Bahrini, 5100: 02). 

The capital adequacy index is a measure of the financial strength of the bank, and the 

attention and focus on the overall position of the bank’s capital is to protect depositors from 

potential crises as a result of losses incurred by the bank, and capital is the means to protect 
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the bank from losses (Bateni,5102:05). The capital adequacy ratio is an important measure 

(Soundness) for banks and depository institutions because it serves as a buffer or cushion to 

absorb losses (Berk, 5102:22). The Basel Committee introduced the Capital Adequacy 

Regulations in 0211, which required globally active banks to maintain a minimum capital 

equal to 1.11 of risk-adjusted assets, with a capital consisting of Tier 0 capital, i.e. equity 

capital and reserves. disclosed, second-tier capital, that is, long-term debt, undisclosed 

reserves and mixed instruments (Bessis, 5101:2). 

2- Asset Quality Index 
The quality of assets refers to exposure to risks due to loans granted by the bank, and the 

quality of bank loans is affected by the level of non-performing loans and the 

appropriateness of loan loss provisions and management and that the greatest risk faced by 

banks is the losses resulting from overdue loans and that the poor quality of assets is the 

main reason for the failure of the bank, so results in High-quality assets have higher profit 

margins, and thus higher profits, however if the banks collected high non-performing loans, 

bad debts, and did not have good collateral to back their loans, there would be less chance of 

survival, thus establishing a link between assets, profits and the Soundness of banks (Ali et 

al., 5103:2). 

And that the ability of the bank to use the available resources to create the maximum value 

for the bank, and that the administrative efficiency, integrity, the quality of the bank’s board 

of directors and the level of professionalism are necessary to ensure a sound banking system 

(Almarzoqi, 5102: 022). The administrative structure and the ability of bank officials and 

managers to take decisions helps to generate revenues and control expenses, which is one of 

the indicators of the creditworthiness of the bank, which contributes to the Soundness of the 

bank (Asteriou, 5112: 5). The quality of assets is determined in particular by the quality of 

loans because this category of assets represents a large share in the total balance sheet of the 

bank, as the quality of loans is measured by the ratio of non-performing loans to total loans, 

and loans are the most important part of the assets as it reflects the ratio of non-performing 

loans to The total loans owned by the bank is an important indicator in the assessment, but 

the high ratio also reflects a more sensitive asset structure (Audu, 5103:20). 

3- profitability index 
It is represented in the bank’s ability to obtain profits through banking investment, and this 

method can obtain a return commensurate with the size of the bank’s resources during a 

period of time, and the ability of the bank to achieve profits is through the optimal 

investment of the bank’s resources to achieve a return commensurate with the volume of its 

resources during A period of time, and profitability is expressed in certain proportions, 

which represent: the rate of return on investment in a specific resource of the bank (Dorina, 

5102: 20). 

Profits are defined as the rate of return on the invested money, which is an indicator of the 

bank’s management’s ability to effectively employ the bank’s resources to generate value for 

stakeholders and maintain the bank, where there is a negative relationship between 

profitability and the possibility of bank failure and that the bank’s profitability is affected by 

the composition of the asset portfolio, management quality and operational adequacy 

(Greene, 5113: 2). 

It is a reflection of the way of banking management in light of the environment in which 

banks operate, that is, the profitability of banks must reflect the quality of their management 

and the behavior of shareholders in addition to their competitive strategies, efficiency and 

risk management capabilities (Sharma et al., 5103: 22). Profitability is defined as the 

strength of the financial position of banks and the extent to which they are able to avoid 

losses and thus not to depreciate the value of shareholders. It is the ratio used to measure the 

company's ability to reap profits from its normal business activities (Singh et al., 5102:030). 

The quality of profits reflects the current operational performance, which will be a good 

indicator of future operating performance, and to measure the profitability of banks there are 

a set of ratios used, the most important of which are the return on assets, the return on equity, 

the net interest margin and the rate of return on deposits (Ayadurai, 5101:50). 

4- Bank Liquidity Index 
Liquidity refers to the financial suitability of the bank and its ability to meet its short-term 

obligations on their due dates, i.e. maintaining a sufficient liquidity ratio to carry out major 

operational operations and face emergency situations. Low or diminishing liquidity ratios are 

early warning indicators of cash flow problems and potential business failures, despite The 

importance of maintaining liquidity, but this means reducing the volume of returns, so a state 
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of balance must be reached between the need for the security provided by liquidity in 

exchange for investing in liquidity and achieving additional profits (Bitar at al., 5102:02). 

And (Kolum, 5100:2) defined it as the ability of the financial institution to meet its normal 

obligations, and to create credit, through the institution retaining part of the liquid assets, or 

assets that can be converted into liquid quickly without incurring substantial losses in their 

value, or through the institution’s ability to Providing sources of borrowing to meet normal 

and emergency withdrawal needs. Given the importance of liquidity for banks, the monetary 

authorities set minimum limits for the volume and type of liquidity that must be maintained 

by banks and the Central Bank as the last party to lend to banks, which requires estimating 

liquidity needs by predicting the size of loans and analyzing the behavior of deposits in order 

to avoid reaching cases of liquidation and declaring bankruptcy, which means Maintaining a 

liquidity ratio The bank avoids access to cases of financial hardship, taking into account the 

need to invest the available cash to achieve the goal of profitability (Aspal, 5100:03). 

The liquidity ratio also indicates whether the bank is able to adequately meet the 

requirements of current and future cash flows without negatively affecting its daily 

operations or incurring losses. Liquidity is considered as insurance against shocks during 

crises. 

Liquidity is defined according to the Uniform Financial Institutions Classification System of 

0222 (UFIRS) as the ability to fund assets and meet obligations when they fall due. Liquidity 

is necessary in a credit union to compensate for expected and unexpected fluctuations in the 

balance sheet and provide funds for growth. One of the most important ratios for measuring 

liquidity is liquid assets To total assets (Buhraira and Abdel Latif, 5102: 2). 

5- Administration Soundness Indicators 
The quality of management is of great importance in determining the future of the bank and 

managing banking operations. It manages the quality of loans and requires them to ensure 

that the bank is profitable. The most important ratios used to evaluate the efficiency of 

management are described, which are non-interest expenses to total income and total loans to 

total deposits (Aspal, 5100: 03). 

A - Expenses other than interest to total income 

Non-interest expenses are calculated to total income, i.e. the amount of administrative 

expenses to total income, and this indicator is often called the efficiency ratio, as it provides 

insight into the portion of total revenue equivalent to covering operating expenses, including 

per capita costs and occupancy expenses (Bitar at al. ,5102:02). The growth of non-interest 

income has a positive impact on the profitability of the bank, however the positive impact on 

profitability was limited due to the increase in operating costs associated with the 

development of non-interest income-generating activities (Aspal, 5100:03). 

B- Total loans and advances to total deposits 

The loan-to-deposit indicator is one of the commonly used ratios for many countries in 

banking management and monitoring activities to improve the quality of liquidity risk 

management for banks, as well as to ensure stability and the integrity of the financial system. 

Positive on the profitability of banks, and this ratio is calculated by having the total loans and 

advances in the numerator and the total deposits as the denominator (Bitar at al., 5102:02). 

 

6 -Indicator of sensitivity to market risk 
As a result of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates and stock prices. The 

sensitivity of market risk is assessed by banks and these fluctuations in variables affect the 

bank's earning ability. Therefore, the sensitivity to market risks indicates the extent to which 

the bank is negatively affected by these changes. Market risks are the result of the impact of 

commercial activities, non-commercial activities and foreign exchange operations. To assess 

sensitivity, we refer to the most important ratio (Buhraira and Abdel Latif, 5102: 2) 

This indicator indicates the ability of contemporary banks to reduce the negative effects of 

interest rate fluctuations, which is the ratio of interest rate sensitive assets / interest rate 

sensitive liabilities. The market, i.e. in line with the prevailing trends, if the assets and 

liabilities are analyzed at any point in time, the banking administration can determine the 

degree of imbalance in the field of correspondence between the interest rate sensitive assets 

with their sensitive liabilities. Prevailing and Prospective (Aspal, 5100:03). 

Fourth: The importance of financial Soundness indicators 

The importance of financial Soundness indicators can be summarized in several control 

indicators used to measure the Soundness of the banking system, as these indicators are used 

to assess the level of banks’ performance and to discover defects in their performance at an 
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early stage so as not to face problems that lead to its collapse, and thus these indicators 

define the possibilities of crises Early before the event to help take the necessary preventive 

or preventative measures from the occurrence of these crises (Buhrira and Abdel Latif, 5102: 

2). Thus, the importance of indicators for assessing the soundness of financial systems can 

be clarified by the following points (Kolum, 5100:2) & (IMF, 5101:31): 

0-It helps banks and financial institutions to assess their operational flexibility and the 

possibility of their survival and continuity during the crisis period and beyond, and in light of 

these turmoil, the question arises about how to deal, in a timely manner. 

5-Describes the reality and situation of the bank in a way that enables decision-makers to 

deal with weaknesses and overcome them in a timely manner, in order to avoid the 

occurrence of financial problems or crises similar to the recent ones. 

3- Financial Soundness indicators are an early warning system that determines the financial 

position of the bank, in addition to it reflects the administrative efficiency of the bank in 

managing its liabilities and assets, and its ability to perform its role in financial 

intermediation while maintaining financial solvency. 

2- It allows the possibility of evaluating the financial soundness of the banking system based 

on objective quantitative measures. Through these indicators, the principles of transparency 

and disclosure are established, and all information is provided to market workers, the public 

of investors and all those dealing with banks. 

2- These standards allow comparing the financial conditions of banks locally and 

internationally through the application of financial Soundness indicators in different 

countries, and their reliance on the standards of accounting and statistical systems approved 

by these countries. 

Fifth: Financial Soundness models 

To measure financial soundness, there are many models through which the extent of 

improvement in the financial situation and its soundness is measured. The most important 

models are  :-  

0-A model (Bankometer) to measure financial Soundness 

The researchers applied the (Bankometer) model that was developed based on the 

recommendations of the International Monetary Fund (5111), which is a recent innovation in 

the field of bank Soundness assessment that was created by derivation. From both the 

CAMELS model and the CLSA stress test, it is a good measure framework for assessing the 

Soundness of banks and providing them with equations that can help them choose the best 

bank according to their needs and financial transactions (Aspal, 5100:03). 

Capital Adequacy Ratio 

Capital to Assets Ratio: Capital/Asset 

Equity to total assets: Equity / Asset 

-NPLs to Loans: NPLs / Loans NPLs to Loans: NPLs / Loans 

-Cost to Income Ratio: Cost/Income 

-Asset Loans: Loans to Assets: Loan/Asset 

S=𝐶𝐴 + 𝐸𝐴 + 𝐶𝐴 + 𝑁𝑃𝐿 + 𝐶𝐼 + 𝐿𝐴 

2-CAMELS model for measuring financial Soundness 

The CAMELS model represents an important and essential aspect of the Soundness and 

success of banks, and is subject to measurement, such as the asset quality index. The 

administration has clear strategies and objectives in guiding local banking institutions and 

international business, as well as collecting financial ratios in line with management 

strategies. 

Achieving and maintaining financial stability and Soundness requires the adoption of a two-

way financial policy (AlAli, 5101:3). 

The first: - preventive directed towards preventing crises and problems in the financial 

system. Examples of cases in which the financial system is in distress are: 

0-The existence of liquidity problems. 

5-The deterioration in the quality of assets due to the increase in bad and non-performing 

loans, in sectors subject to an increase in credit concentration to fluctuations, and the 

preventive measures that prevent this emphasize the need for continued monitoring and 

supervision of banks and financial institutions on a regular basis in order to achieve rapid 

early diagnosis (early warning) of points Weaknesses in any part of the financial system. 

The second: It is therapeutic in nature, and it seeks to contain and surround the crisis as soon 

as possible and prevent the spread of infection with it. 
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Applied Aspect Of Research 

Analyze Financial Soundness indicators  

This topic will address the presentation of the nature of the work of the study sample banks, 

as the study sample was represented by the Iraqi private commercial banks listed in the Iraq 

Stock Exchange, as the study sample was selected, which included ten banks: (Sumer 

Commercial Bank, Iraqi Credit Bank, Al-Ahly Bank of Iraq, Middle East Bank, Al-Mansour 

Investment Bank, Gulf Commercial Bank, Bank of Baghdad, Mosul Bank for Development 

and Investment, Commercial Bank of Iraq, Bank of Economy, Investment and Finance )for 

the period (5101-5102). This topic aims to analyze the indicators of the financial soundness 

of the commercial banks, the study sample. 

1-Capital Adequacy Index 

Capital adequacy indicators are considered one of the international standards for measuring 

the degree of credit risk and are used in order to protect depositors and enhance the stability 

and efficiency of financial systems. Capital adequacy indicators are measured through the 

following equation: 

Capital Adequacy = Regulatory Tier 0 Capital / Risk Weighted Assets 

We note from Table (0) that the average capital adequacy of the banking sector amounted to 

(5.1123) with a standard deviation of (1.250), and the highest average capital adequacy was 

from the share of the Middle East Bank, which amounted to (3.020), while the lowest 

average was from The share of Khaleeji Commercial Bank reached (03231), and other banks 

came in varying proportions 

Table (1) The capital adequacy of the study sample banks 

 

2-Asset Quality Index 

Capital credibility indicators depend on the reliability of the asset quality indicators, as the 

risks of financial insolvency for financial institutions and banks are mostly of the quality of 

assets, and the quality of assets is measured through the following equation: 

Asset quality index = net provision for non-performing loans / capital 

We note from Table (5) that the average asset quality for the banking sector amounted to 

(1.1021) with a standard deviation of (1.235), while the highest average asset quality was 

from the share of Khaleeji Commercial Bank, which amounted to (0.331), while the lowest 

average was from the share of a bank Al-Mansour Investment, which amounted to (1.212), 

and other banks came in varying proportions. 

Table (5) Indicator of the quality of assets in the study sample banks 

 

 

 

Bank name 2212 2211 2212 2213 2214 2215 2216 2212 2212 2212 average S.D 

Sumer Commercial 

Bank 
21312 11245 21552 11632 21622 11524 11254 11263 11123 21211 11442 

21552 
Iraqi Credit Bank 21662 11222 21222 21242 21562 11243 21262 21642 21252 21311 11336 21262 

Al Ahli Bank of 

Iraq 
11652 11156 21526 31124 21222 21522 141142 11522 21341 21242 21422 

31252 
Middle East Bank 21422 21252 211262 21362 21622 11232 21421 31215 21212 31211 31656 61112 

Al-Mansour 

Investment Bank 
21542 11341 21252 11522 21266 21222 11225 21213 51522 11565 21624 

21264 
Gulf Commercial 

Bank 
21243 21122 21622 11234 11114 21242 11542 21222 11226 21125 11432 

21521 
Baghdad Bank 21622 11366 31226 21512 21515 21324 11432 21625 21222 21626 21212 11222 
Mosul Bank for 

Development and 

Investment 

11554 11251 11221 11625 31426 21244 21255 21323 21122 21435 11645 

21223 
Commercial Bank 

of Iraq 
11124 21512 31246 21523 21222 11242 21364 11233 21226 11524 11532 

21262 
Bank of Economy, 

Investment and 

Finance 

11314 31122 21311 21322 11121 41233 21324 21231 11442 11223 11221 

11225 
average 115121 114212 414422 116621 114214 114242 212223 115661 11262 116621 212243 21221 
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Table (5) Indicator of the quality of assets in the study sample banks 

 

3-profitability index 

The profitability indicator focuses on the indicators that divide the profitability of financial 

institutions and banks. The profitability of banks is measured by the following equations: 

Profitability Index = Net Income / Equity 

We note from Table (3) that the average profitability index for the banking sector amounted 

to (0.2212) with a standard deviation of (0.020), and the highest average for the profitability 

index was from the share of Sumer Commercial Bank, which amounted to (3.553), while the 

lowest average was from the share of a bank The Iraqi credit amounted to (1.222), and other 

banks came at varying rates. 

 

Table (3) The profitability index in the study sample banks 

4-Bank Liquidity Index 

Bank name 2212 2211 2212 2213 2214 2215 2216 2212 2212 2212 average S.D 

Sumer Commercial 

Bank 

 21225 21222 21123 21422 21123 51222 21122 21422 21122 21252 21212 

11422 

Iraqi Credit Bank 21126 11222 21122 11262 21165 21633 21122 21531 51622 21122 21266 
11522 

Al Ahli Bank of 

Iraq 

21136 21252 21222 51522 21132 21366 21222 21224 11222 21254 21222 

11522 

Middle East Bank 21142 21622 21224 51223 21222 21224 21256 21442 11242 21122 21215 
11552 

Al-Mansour 

Investment Bank 

21163 21121 11352 21231 21223 21222 21132 21152 21121 21232 21425 

21422 

Gulf Commercial 

Bank 

21442 21224 21142 21523 21116 21215 21323 11242 31423 61224 11332 

11242 

Baghdad Bank 21224 21423 21222 21222 21422 21161 21224 21225 61643 21165 21262 
11232 

Mosul Bank for 

Development and 

Investment 

21212 21362 21166 11333 21142 21212 21125 21415 21261 21426 21632 

21652 

Commercial Bank 

of Iraq 

21122 21412 21225 21442 21242 21541 21523 21235 21242 21112 21552 

21523 

Bank of Economy, 

Investment and 

Finance 

21322 21126 21232 21132 21222 21221 21231 21322 21263 31222 21222 

11122 

average 115121 114212 414422 116621 114214 114242 212223 115661 11262 116621 212243 
21221 

Bank name 2212 2211 2212 2213 2214 2215 2216 2212 2212 2212 average S.D 

Sumer Commercial 

Bank 
21322 21222 11126 21112 11133 21452 21122 21234 21563 21322 31223 

11232 
Iraqi Credit Bank 11664 21142 21224 21522 21422 21262 21642 21263 21233 11242 21255 21643 

Al Ahli Bank of 

Iraq 
21534 21654 11422 21222 21432 11256 11112 11233 21223 21325 21222 

21222 
Middle East Bank 11262 21252 21221 21442 21252 61625 31623 21262 31222 11253 21242 11225 

Al-Mansour 

Investment Bank 
11242 21222 11533 21165 21321 21322 21624 11422 11356 11253 21222 

21525 
Gulf Commercial 

Bank 
11152 21111 11425 21424 11421 21222 11142 21245 21211 11442 11321 

21213 
Baghdad Bank 31134 21426 21222 21252 21122 21323 21552 21364 11242 21224 11214 11215 
Mosul Bank for 

Development and 

Investment 

31223 21621 21222 21253 21423 31426 11322 11366 41446 51422 21222 

11213 
Commercial Bank 

of Iraq 
11212 31262 21252 31522 21313 21222 21256 21222 31252 11362 11523 

11444 
Bank of Economy, 

Investment and 

Finance 

21322 21553 11323 21523 21141 11222 31236 21352 11322 11366 11222 

21226 
average 112122 111623 212 216421 214262 112555 113342 112523 412422 115246 115522 11146 
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The importance of indicators lies in their effective role in monitoring the liquidity of 

financial institutions and banks, especially in cases of financial insolvency as a result of poor 

management of liquidity. Liquidity is measured by the following equation: 

Bank liquidity index = current assets / total assets 

We note from Table (2) that the average of the banking liquidity index for the banking sector 

amounted to (0.0102) with a standard deviation of (1.221). The share of Sumer Commercial 

Bank reached (1.011), and other banks came in varying proportions. 

 Table (2) Bank liquidity index in the study sample banks 

 

5-Administration Soundness Indicators 

Management’s Soundness indicators can be measured through loans and advances to total 

deposits, and this ratio is measured by the following equation: 

Ratio of loans and advances to total deposits = total loans and advances / total deposits 

We note from Table (2) that the average management Soundness index for the banking 

sector amounted to (1.2052) with a standard deviation of (1.325), while the highest average 

for the management Soundness index was from the share of the National Bank of Iraq 

amounting to (5.025), while the lowest average was The share of the Iraqi Credit Bank 

reached (1.202), and other banks came in varying proportions 

Bank name 2212 2211 2212 2213 2214 2215 2216 2212 2212 2212 average S.D 

Sumer Commercial 

Bank 21255 21222 21262 21251 21152 21166 21232 21135 21155 21245 21122 21262 
Iraqi Credit Bank 

21622 21425 21552 11252 11142 21625 11162 21232 21452 11222 11522 21222 
Al Ahli Bank of 

Iraq 21223 21224 21422 21235 21425 21322 21222 21123 21443 21221 21632 21522 
Middle East Bank 

21453 21436 21412 21324 21332 21322 21222 21262 21212 21226 21412 21222 
Al-Mansour 

Investment Bank 11445 11242 21225 31651 31646 21212 21262 21226 11442 11222 11262 11215 
Gulf Commercial 

Bank 11222 11216 21522 11342 21256 11526 11222 21425 21232 21221 21624 21364 
Baghdad Bank 

21322 21341 21212 21132 21325 21222 21322 11112 21122 21222 21522 21525 
Mosul Bank for 

Development and 

Investment 21222 21225 11421 11222 21266 21522 21234 21626 21542 21512 21222 21565 
Commercial Bank 

of Iraq 21263 21212 11222 21124 21132 21356 11222 21256 21232 21226 21223 21266 
Bank of Economy, 

Investment and 

Finance 21231 21422 51233 21121 11222 21252 21222 21122 21225 21512 21225 21552 
average 212453 212224 115411 21221 112221 212644 212212 213433 212222 116223 111265 21422 

Bank name 2212 2211 2212 2213 2214 2215 2216 2212 2212 2212 average S.D 

Sumer Commercial 

Bank 21223 31232 21122 21116 21622 11442 41234 11462 21221 11211 21222 11411 
Iraqi Credit Bank 

21322 21323 21662 21126 21125 21142 21422 21232 21232 21222 21415 21234 
Al Ahli Bank of 

Iraq 11122 21216 11521 21212 11522 21122 41323 21222 21421 21622 21122 21225 
Middle East Bank 

21523 21622 11252 21362 21422 21254 21531 21222 11232 11262 11222 21221 
Al-Mansour 

Investment Bank 21451 11145 21222 21416 21124 21313 21223 21142 21334 21122 21316 21322 
Gulf Commercial 

Bank 21122 21442 21424 21523 21261 21225 21232 21115 21222 21113 21352 21323 
Baghdad Bank 

11222 21443 21121 11262 21165 21232 11262 21142 21234 21252 21236 21422 
Mosul Bank for 

Development and 

Investment 21421 21664 21354 21422 21216 21534 21464 21322 21612 21522 21422 21121 
Commercial Bank 

of Iraq 21132 21234 21616 21526 21222 21212 11212 21622 11452 21225 21523 21452 
Bank of Economy, 

Investment and 21132 21122 21225 11144 21222 21265 21555 21124 21362 21122 11222 21213 
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Table (2) The Soundness index of management in banks, the study sample 

 

6-Market risk sensitivity index 

It expresses the interest rate risk and is measured from interest rate sensitive assets to interest 

rate sensitive liabilities. This ratio is measured by the following equation: 

Interest Rate Risk = Interest Rate Sensitive Assets / Interest Rate Sensitive Liabilities 

We note from Table (0) that the average interest rate risk for the banking sector amounted to 

(0.3212) with a standard deviation of (1.201). The share of the Commercial Bank of Iraq 

amounted to (1.012), and other banks came in varying proportions 

 

2-Summary of financial health indicators 

Table (2) Summary of financial Soundness indicators in the study sample banks 
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Sumer Commercial Bank 11442 21212 31223 
21222 21122 11632 11252 

Iraqi Credit Bank 11336 21266 21255 21415 11522 11662 21252 

Al Ahli Bank of Iraq 21422 21222 21222 21122 21632 11322 11624 

Middle East Bank 31656 21215 21242 11222 21412 21246 11626 

Al-Mansour Investment Bank 21624 21425 21222 21316 11262 11216 11252 

Gulf Commercial Bank 11432 11332 11321 21352 21624 11221 11132 

Baghdad Bank 21212 21262 11214 21236 21522 21222 11232 

Mosul Bank for Development and Investment 11645 21632 21222 21422 21222 11122 11221 

Commercial Bank of Iraq 11532 21552 11523 21523 21223 21622 21212 

Bank of Economy, Investment and Finance 11221 21222 11222 11222 21225 11453 11326 

Finance 

average 212522 212462 212143 212434 213425 115225 115242 111622 212223 212426 212625 21352 

Bank name 2212 2211 2212 2213 2214 2215 2216 2212 2212 2212 average S.D 

Sumer Commercial 

Bank 11132 21112 21262 21212 21352 111322 21112 21422 11222 21225 11632 31246 
Iraqi Credit Bank 

21235 21622 41662 21212 11222 21511 21621 11225 41621 21222 11662 11622 
Al Ahli Bank of 

Iraq 11523 21262 21223 61664 11222 21563 21126 21221 21662 21513 11322 11224 
Middle East Bank 

11262 21116 21263 21252 21523 21222 11152 21222 21226 11222 21246 21262 
Al-Mansour 

Investment Bank 21222 21252 11225 21254 21111 21142 21226 11242 21234 121222 11216 31112 
Gulf Commercial 

Bank 21322 21244 21321 21234 61262 51523 21242 11652 21334 21224 11221 21126 
Baghdad Bank 

21252 11151 21234 21352 21232 11366 21222 21142 31612 21232 21222 11222 
Mosul Bank for 

Development and 

Investment 21362 21241 21524 11226 21355 21322 21122 21222 31622 11122 11122 11221 
Commercial Bank 

of Iraq 21225 21222 21246 11422 21232 21253 21215 21312 21321 21626 21622 21226 
Bank of Economy, 

Investment and 

Finance 21222 21232 21236 21215 21262 11652 21236 31362 31241 21242 11453 11522 
average 216225 214644 212226 116135 112212 214644 213532 111522 212245 214262 113522 21262 
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average 21224 212152 115522 212625 111265 113522 11224 

 

The results that were analyzed for the indicators of financial Soundness showed that these 

indicators vary in the percentages achieved at the level of individual banks from year to year 

compared to the years of analysis, and their annual averages differ at the level (banks) of the 

study sample, and thus the ability of those banks to achieve their goals, as the rates of Those 

indicators during the years of analysis for each bank and during the years approved in the 

study, where the results and percentages mentioned in the table indicate that the financial 

soundness, the high rate of change, the changes and indicators that show an improvement in 

the effectiveness and ability of most banks to achieve acceptable financial performance 

indicators, especially in The last years of the analysis, compared to the annual rates, which 

were considered a criterion for comparing the indicators that were achieved in the approved 

banks in this study, and the above results indicate that the highest capital adequacy ratio was 

achieved by the Middle East Bank. The ratio during the years of analysis, as for the 

profitability indicator, it shows that Sumer Commercial Bank is higher than the rest of the 

other banks, as it appeared that the National Bank of Iraq is bright What is wrong with the 

rest of the banks in the management Soundness index, as we find that Al Khaleej 

Commercial Bank is the highest achieving the banking liquidity index, while we find that Al 

Khaleej Commercial Bank is the highest achieving the interest rate risk index. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

1-Conclusions 

0-The low needs of the banks in the study sample for funds, due to the fact that most banks 

retain excess cash, due to the banks’ conservative investment policy, due to the political, 

economic and security conditions of the country, as they maintain high cash liquidity within 

the banks. 

5-The results of the financial analysis showed that the Mosul Bank for Development and 

Investment suffers in recent years from weak sources of financing by ownership, that is, its 

increased exposure to liquidity risks, and then the possibility of their exposure to failure or 

bankruptcy. 

3-The Iraqi commercial banks, the study sample, relied on a variety of funding sources, as he 

noticed that in recent years for some of the study sample banks, their reliance on equity 

financing and increased reliance on deposit financing, meaning the absence of a clear policy 

and the continuation of their basic banking operations. 

2-The rapid expansion of the financial services industry and the globalization of financial 

markets have enhanced opportunities for economic growth, increased risks in the financial 

sector, and strongly illustrated the challenges in maintaining the stability of the financial 

system. Therefore, the issue of financial system stability has become one of the agenda items 

at the local and international levels. 

2-Recommendations 

0-To face the challenges imposed on its financial system, and in particular the banking 

system, it is necessary to think about ways and mechanisms to enhance the status of banks, 

strengthen their financial positions and support their competitiveness by strengthening their 

capital and turning them into comprehensive banks that provide all services, especially all 

the new financing, and this is to diversify their strategy on the one hand, and responding to 

its financing protests for economic institutions on the one hand. 

5-The necessity for the management of banks to pay attention to the financial Soundness of 

the bank, through the management of banks measuring the sources of funding for banks and 

determining the bank’s needs for funds. 
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3-The study recommends that the bank follow a policy to invest its surplus funds through the 

management of bank liquidity to help it achieve profits from these invested funds. That is, 

encouraging banks to find new mechanisms and sound methods that enable them to make 

better use of the deposits available to them in order to achieve profits. 

2-Every bank must fulfill the financial obligations related to its capital to ensure the 

continuity of confidence in it, as a bank that is not financially able to serve its goals and the 

national economy. 
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